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EBS TV TAKES VIBRANT ETHIOPIANS GLOBALLY  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
09/23/2010 

Today, the Ethiopian Broadcast Service, (EBS TV), announced the launch of its 24 hour 
broadcast TV channel on the global satellite giant, Arabsat. The launch marks a major milestone 
in the company’s history. Arabsat will distribute EBS to over 164 million viewers in over 80 
countries across the Middle East, Africa, and Europe. EBS TV promises to be bold, fresh and 
entertaining. The channel will deliver vibrant, energetic, programming that exposes the world 
to a young and trendy Ethiopians.  
 
At EBS, our mission is to be a leader in entertainment and infotainment mass media, serving 
Ethiopians residing around the world. The television platform will play a great role as a tool for 
businesses and various organizations to reach the Ethiopian community globally. 
 
About us: 
EBS TV is a privately held media company established in 2008 in Silver Spring, MD, USA to 
provide a niche transmission programming that targets the booming Ethiopian market globally. 
Since its formation EBS has been, and still is, providing its media to subscribers interested to 
access programming of Ethiopian history, culture lifestyle, sports, entertainment, tourism, and 
business. 
 
EBS TV aims to promote Ethiopian and other African countries values, cultures and traditions 
globally. The much-needed information provided by EBS TV would help bridge the cultural 
divide and narrow the communication gap for Ethiopians residing in North America and around 
the world. EBS TV also envisions providing programs pertaining to the rich cultural heritage of 
Ethiopia, its history, tradition, socio-economic development, business, tourism and current 

affairs. 
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